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Observations comparatives sur la reconnaissance, la discrimina-
tion et Passociation. B. BOURDON. Revue p/iilosopAigue,
XX. 154-185. August, 1895.

As the title indicates M. Bourdon proposed to investigate the inter-
relations of recognition, discrimination and association, but the result
is rather three minor studies.

(1) Recognition. Series of words, or letters, were read aloud
in which one of the words occurring near the beginning of the series
was repeated later on, and the number of times its occurrence was
recognized was determined. Thus, for example, in a series in which
the word restaurant was the fifth of the series and again the twenty-
second it was recognized 60 times in 65 trials. The word was of
course more likely to be recognized if first in the series or if the inter-
vening words were few. Words were more likely to be recognized
than letters, and dissyllables than monosyllables. A word is more
likely to be recognized if interesting, and thus the method may be
used to determine what ideas are of most interest. It would seem that
those concerned with eating and drinking attract the attention most
forcibly.

(2) Discrimination. Three series of printed letters were used—
one a passage from a book, one of letters 1.75 mm. high not mak-
ing words and one of letters 1.25 mm. high not making words, and
the observer was required to mark as many letters of a given sort as
he could in four minutes. Thus for example in four minutes 1,693
letters were read, and 216 of the 223 a's were marked. When it was
necessary to mark six different letters 503 letters were read and 255 of
those 273 occurring were marked. The size of the letters did not make
any evident difference. M. Bourdon concludes that the letters not
marked take up about one-tenth as much time as those marked. He
notes the interesting fact that most observers can mark all the a's in a
list more quickly than they can discriminate all the letters, and attrib-
utes this to the circumstance that in discriminating the letters there is
with most observers a tendency to articulate them. This, however, is
probably not the correct explanation. The present writer has found
that observers can discriminate-and articulate about six letters per sec.
when the letters make words, and about three letters per sec. when
they do not make words. The rate is limited by the time of discrimi-
nation, not by the time of articulation, which is reflex and overlaps the
discrimination of the following letters. Observers can mark 100 A's
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on a list of 500 letters at the rate of about one per sec, in which case
they must cursorily discriminate about four letters per sec. in addition
to the A's. This cursory discrimination consists in seeing that a letter
is not A, which is easier than seeing what letter it is. In making the
experiment the A's seem to stand out from an undiscriminated complex.
In reading proof one can often see an inaccurately printed word by
glancing at a page, and one can see that the word is incorrect before
one recognizes the nature of the error.

(3) Association. M. Bourdon collected verbal associations on the
familiar lines of exhibiting words and letting the observer write down
the suggested words. He classifies the results according to the per-
centages of nouns, verbs and adjectives suggested, which would
scarcely seem to be as satisfactory as the classifications used in similar
experiments by others. M. Bourdon concludes that students of letters
show greater versatility, and students of science greater stability, in
their associations.

It will be seen that M. Bourdon's experiments are of interest, but
they were not conducted nor are they described in accordance with
what the present writer regards as the best scientific method. Basing
new work on work already accomplished, and giving such statement
of results as may be the basis of further work, is the method that
advances science. J . McK. C.

De I'influence de la perception visuelle des corps sur leur poids
apparent. T H . FLOURNOY. L'Annee psychologique, 1894. I.,
198-208.

Although psychologists generally agree in discarding innervation
sensations, says M. Flournoy, yet the immediate knowledge of the
outgo of energy in voluntary effort seems so directly evident to con-
sciousness, that there is a call for some thorough and crucial demon-
stration of its fallacy, apart from pathological cases. For this pur-
pose the writer selected ten objects of different sizes, but exactly the
same weight (112 grams); the largest was a wooden box of 2,100
cu. cm. content, the smallest a metal case of 10 cu. cm. filled with
lead. The subjects (50 in number, in the first set of experiments)
were asked to arrange the objects in order of weight. The wooden box
was judged lightest by 84% ; the next largest article was given second
place by 50% ; and throughout the series the average judgment made
the object heavier as it decreased in size, the metal case being placed
last by 90%. The individual variations show, however, that habitual
associations also affect the judgment of certain objects.


